Eagle + Arria NLG:

Helping investment decision-makers with
real-time, actionable data with AI-based
advanced Natural Language Generation

What is Natural Language Generation (NLG)?
Arria’s NLG capability, a form of artificial intelligence, is based on advanced
computational linguistics and algorithms. Arria NLG can, automatically and instantly
turns volumes of raw data into written (or spoken) words as if composed by a human
subject matter expert.
Adding Arria’s NLG capabilities into portfolio management, portfolio analysis, and
performance measurement will help Eagle clients significantly reduce the amount
of time they spend writing personalized client summaries and reports.

“The Eagle / Arria strategic
alliance enhances process
automation by using advanced
Natural Language Generation
(NLG) technology to accelerate
the analysis of data stored
within the Eagle Platform.”

ABOUT ARRIA NLG
Arria NLG is the global leader in the
field of Natural Language Generation
(NLG), a form of artificial intelligence
software specialized in extracting
insights from complex data sources
and communicating that information
in natural language (i.e. as if written
or spoken by a human). Arria has the
greatest concentration of scientific
NLG expertise in the world, and has a
growing portfolio of 20 core NLG
patents, with more pending. Learn
more at www.arria.com.

A N E AG L E ST R AT E G I C A LL I A N C E

EAGLE + ARRIA DELIVERS:
–– Access to Arria’s advanced NLG capabilities, which connect directly
to Eagle’s product suite.
–– Automated, real-time data insights and narratives in plain,
easy-to-understand language.
–– Data-driven insights for clients, which may have otherwise been missed
or misunderstood.
–– Increased speed and consistency in the interpretation and communication of
results for complex data sets, including performance measurement, attribution,
and risk across the organization.
–– Near real-time production of reports with commentary, allowing for more
complete information, faster conclusions, and better decision-making.
–– Expanding library of templates supporting Eagle data sets including performance
attribution, analytics and ESG.
SUPPORTING YOUR INVESTMENT IN EAGLE:
Your firm benefits from the Eagle + Arria alliance through the continued
collaboration and investment that both firms make in simplifying the
implementation, workflow, and ongoing support of the solution.

Inside the solution: The best-of-breed automated workflow for Natural Language Generation (NLG)
The Eagle + Arria solution leverages leading technology and recognized expertise, streamlining NLG to an
unprecedented degree. Here’s an overview of the workflow process:
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1. Eagle solution collects data
required for NLG
2. Eagle passes input data and
required parameters to Arria’s
Narrative API along with the API
security key

3. Arria NLG Studio receives Eagle data
and generates customizable
narratives to Eagle through REST API
4. Arria NLG Studio returns Narrative
to Eagle

5. Eagle delivers the generated
Narrative to BI, custom, UI, existing
applications, HTML, MS Word,
MSPPT, PDF or Database etc.

NLG commentary generating using Eagle Performance Data

WE ARE EAGLE INVESTMENT SYSTEMS
Eagle Investment Systems LLC enables financial institutions to grow their assets by creating operational
efficiencies and delivering award-winning solutions for data management, investment accounting, and
performance measurement and attribution, supported by an unparalleled level of service. Eagle deploys
its solutions via a secure private cloud, Eagle ACCESSSM, which hosts and provides on-going support of the
applications and systems infrastructure, reducing complexity and risk. Eagle Investment Systems LLC is a
subsidiary of BNY Mellon.
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